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Cut 250 courses
for winter term
By Carol Gregory

Winter quarter course offerings will be
cut back drastically and all faculty and
administrators asked to donate teaching
time in an effort to ease C/D’s deficit
budget, according to Ted Tilton, vicepresident of academic affairs.
At a special meeting of the Council of
Deans Friday, it was decided that 42 per
cent of the part-time faculty budget would
be cut as of the winter quarter and ap¬
proximately 250 to 300 courses deleted, all
of which would substantially alleviate the
whopping $980,000 deficit, said Tilton.
“We were concerned with how we could
continue to offer the same services and
courses to the students despite the cut¬
backs,” said Tilton.
In an effort to “get the courses back to
the students,” all administrators are being
asked to volunteer to teach at least one
course in their respective fields. Accor¬
ding to Tilton, 90 per cent of all ad-

Student Senate race
to shape up next week
by Bill Rohn

Election of student senators will be held
)ct. 26 and 27. Those interested in perorming a service for the students of the
college, as well as for themselves, are
encouraged to obtain nominating petitions,
Student Government announced.
Students petitioning for candidacy have
i choice of the number of signatures they
ire required to obtain. They may either
jet 175 signatures from the entire student
>ody, or get 75 signatures from students in
he small college they choose to represent,
ibtaining signatures from the small
olleges will help the candidate meet his
uture constituency, thereby providing
nore effective representation, it was
explained.
Petitions will be available beginning
Monday, Oct. 11, through Thursday, Oct.
4, from 9 a.m. to- 5 p.m. in K134. The

deadline for returning signed petitions is 2
p.m., Oct. 15, in K134.
The timetable for this year’s election
was contained in a bill passed by the
Senate Sept. 30. It also contained
guidelines under which the election would
be run. Previous Senate rules will act as
reference for the campaign and voting
procedure. A code of ethics outlining the
conduct expected of elected senators will
also be used.

by Gerry Bliss

Black Identity
club to form
Black students at the College of DuPage
ire in the process of starting a Black
Awareness program on campus.
The main thrust of the program will be
o point out the cultural aspects of the
►lack community, both to those students
■’ho are totally unaware and to those who
inow only a little about black culture.
The possibilities of starting a black
listory class on campus are being looked
nto.
All interested students are asked to
ttend a meeting on Thursday, Oct. 14, at
30 p.m. in K127. Contact Tom Schmidt in
'tudent Activities for further information.
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The code outlines for the senator what is
expected of the office and of the senator
himself. It also maintains that the senators
and the student government will render
effective and useful service in a
professional manner, uninfluenced by
personal bias.
The new Senate will take office on Nov.
4.

Extra security officers
here only temporary
For those of you who have maybe seen
idditional security personnel around
campus the last couple of weeks, there is
io reason to be alarmed; CD has not all of
i sudden become crime-ridden.
According to Elmer Rosin, head of
lecurity, the additional security are hired
or the first two weeks of each quarter to
assist in handling crowds at the bookstore
uid to enforce parking violations such as
n the handicapped zones.
Rosin said that the additional men were
iired out of Gloss Security and are fully
rained and qualified. When asked if the
nen carried firearms, Rosin said that it is
equested that they do not carry firearms
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ministrators have already made an in¬
formal commitment to teach a class.
Deans will also be asking the teachers in
their respective colleges to volunteer their
time by picking up one extra class, if
possible, or putting time in at the DLL
(Developmental Learning Lab) and also,
accepting more students into their classes.
Tilton has suggested filling present
courses to capacity.
“I’ve analyzed the fall schedule,” said
Tilton, “and found that all classes were on
the average 85 per cent full. That means
there is 15 per cent more room in these
classes for students. ”
“We’re going to have to ask the students
to help with our efforts,” said Tilton.
“Students may not be able to get a course
at the time most convenient to them. They
are going to have to be patient and more
flexible with their schedules.”
Although there will be inconveniences to
the students, Tilton defended the cutbacks
as the best alternative at this point and
commended the administrators and
faculty for the efforts they will be putting
forth to ease the financial dilemma.
“I believe it's a tribute to the caliber of
the teaching staff and administration of
this college,” said Tilton in reference to
the response to the appeal for volunteered
teaching time.
“If we save $750 on every course cut,
then each course voluntarily taught is like
a $750 donation to the college,” he said.
Asked how passage of the Nov. 17
referendum would affect these cutback
plans, Tilton indicated that the cutbacks
would be much less drastic saying:
“The way I understand the budget, if the
referendum passes, we can generate
$600,000 in revenue. I believe we could
change the winter course scheduling
slightly and also the summer schedule,
making up the $380,000 difference.”

in accordance with the college’s policy of
CD security not being able to have guns.
However, the security men from Gloss do
carry nightsticks and mace as do CD
security.
When asked to comment on allegations
from various sources on campus that
certain CD security personnel were
wearing concealed guns, Rosin said, “To
the best of my knowledge, none of our men
are armed with guns.” Rosin said further
that if any specific evidence was brought
against any man on the force, he would
investigate the matter.
Rosin said that he doe? perform spot
checks to see if any man is carrying a gun
but has found “none of our officers to be
armed.”
Asked to comment on this remark by
Rosin, Student Body President David
Starrett said, “Ever since the Board
passed the gun legislation, I’ve been
concerned about security continuing to
carry guns on duty. I’m heartened with
Rosin’s comments on spot checks, but am
not convinced.”
Rosin pointed out that security per¬
sonnel can wear a gun on campus while
they are off duty and that all of the
security officers are “sworn police of¬
ficers” with full power to arrest. It is on
this point Rosin says that most of the
security force including Rosin, disagree
with the Board of Trustees decision this
summer not to allow security to carry
guns. Rosin said that he is in favor of ar¬
ming the security “for the personal safety
of the officers.”

RA to push vote drive;
seek more student help
by Robert Gregory

The Representative Assembly (RA)
Tuesday planted itself right in the middle
of the proposed budget cut problems and in
the effort to arouse student and com¬
munity interest in the November
referendum.
The RA speaker, Dr. Robert Seaton,
director of planning and development,
asked for ideas about getting out the
referendum vote.
The RA resolved to hold a special
meeting Oct. 12 on this with Michael Potts,
director of college relations. The meeting
will be at 2:30 p.m. in K127.
The primary concern will be to see how
the RA can get the referendum passed. It
is also expected that several RA members
will air their displeasure over an alleged
lack of communications from the ad¬
ministration about the impeding austerity
program.
Seaton said he saw “no evidence of in¬
terest in what’s happening (on the part of
the CD students) and I’m greatly con¬
cerned that there is so little participation
in our process.”
There was no student representation at
Tuesday’s meeting.
The RA also is expected to offer itself as
a vehicle for suggestions from its con¬
stituencies for budget cutting. Members
were asked to survey their areas and come
up with alternative cost cutting programs.
Seaton said the meeting will discuss
ways to inform students about the
austerity program beginning this winter
quarter.
The RA also will ask the Faculty Senate
for formal permission to attend their
meeting Oct. 13 in the Omega Lounge at
2:30 p.m. While the Senate meeting is
open, the RA wants to attend as an official
body. Classified staff also will attend.
At this meeting Bob Thomas, budget
officer, will explain proposed budget
cutbacks, Ted Tilton, vice president of

academic affairs, will discuss the financial
crisis. Dr. Rodney Berg, college president,
will answer questions concerning the
budget crisis, the referendum and the
austerity program.
In other action Tuesday, the RA resolved
to elect its speaker annually, by
automatically moving the deputy speaker
to the top post. The new plan would begin
next year.
Also resolved at the meeting was a
motion to write to Richard Petrizzo, vice
president of operations, about plans to
expand and improve the A Bldg, parking.
The RA is concerned that a parking
problem will develop when the CD clusters
move into A Bldg., perhaps this spring.

Need math
tutor now?
For those students who have taken their
first math test and now realize that they
need a little help, a tutoring service has
been established to meet their needs.
Carried over from last year, the tutoring
service is for students who need a tutor,
and also for those students who would like
to be a tutor.
The service is being sponsored by
Sharon Kadashaw, math instructor of Psi
college, and is located in M151A. Students
may come in during office hours or else
they may call ext. 2056 during office hours.
Office hours are from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m.,
and from 12:30 to 1p.m.
Students make arrangements with their
own student tutor as to the cost and
scheduling. The service is provided for
those who need help in math, with the idea
of students helping students.
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It makes you human, says expert —

Child’s play vital to development
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By Jolene Westendorf

“Without play we would just be
vegetables or robots, but with play
we are truly human,” Dr. Maria
Piers told the Fourth Annual Child
Care and Development fall
seminar here Saturday.
“Play is the beginning of all
meaningful activity,” said Dr.
Piers, the keynote speaker. “If a
child does not play when he is
young, he will not be able to make
any type of decisions, will not try to
keep up with the next guy, and will
not be able to compete when he is
older.”
Dr. Piers is the dean of the
Erikson Institute for Early Educa¬
tion affiliated with Loyola Univer¬
sity in Chicago, and currently
serves on the advisory boards of a
dozen organizations concerned
with early child care. She is the

Italian Fa vorites - Pizza
Steaks - Cocktails

Free Pitcher of Beer or Coke with large pizza

Lombard:
19W655 Roosevelt Rd.
1 block east of Main
495-4450

EEKS ONLY OCT. 5-17 octV5E8WrTs

At the other institution, a
nursery, children were given in¬
dividual attention by their own
mothers about four times a day.
These children grew up talking and
walking as normal children.
“Boys and girls should not be
forced to play with the same toys,”
explained Dr. Piers, ‘They may be
equal, but that does not mean iden¬
tical.”
After the lecture by Dr. Piers,
Dr. Piers compared two oversea
those attending the seminar chose
institutions for children.
two of 15 workshops on child care
and development to participate in.
One institution was a foundling
The seminar and workshops
hospital where children were not
given individual attention. The were sponsored by the DuPage
foundling children lost almost all Regional Unit of the Chicago
the intelligence and skills they had Association for the Education of
acquired. They could not walk, Young Children and by the Child
talk, or even play with toys at the Care and Development Program of
College of DuPage.
age of 12 months.

Political honesty group fights on
By Robert Gregory

Seafood - Sandwiches

author of three books on child
development, as well as television
series, and numerous papers and
articles on the subject.
According to Dr. Piers, the most
important type of play for children
is the drama or a scene they
unknowingly act out. When
children play house or store, they
are trying to bring the adult world
closer to them.

The Coalition for Political
Honesty faces an uphill fight to get
its proposals on the November
ballot, according to Pat Quinn,
Coalition head, but it is not giving
up.
The group is the citizens’
initiative organization which
stimulated some interest on the CD
campus last spring with its efforts
to implement new ethics laws for
Illinois state assemblymen.
Two legal setbacks stand bet¬
ween Quinn’s efforts to place three
proposals on the ballot next month
and their eventual passage by
Illinois voters. These occurred in
an Illinois Circuit Court in Chicago
and most recently in the Illinois
Supreme Court.
A Chicago-based group led,
according to Quinn, by Samuel
Witwer, a leader in the drafting of
the 1970 Illinois constitution, and
Thomas Lyons, an active member
of the Chicago Democratic
organization, filed suit in the

Symphony fans

Circuit Court to block the three
proposals. They were, in the
opinion of the plaintiffs, based
upon an improper interpretation of
the citizen’s initiative power in the
state constitution. This viewpoint
was endorsed by Circuit Court
Judge Nathan Cohen and sub¬
sequently upheld by the Illinois
State Supreme Court.
Quinn expressed disappointment
over the state Supreme Court
ruling, saying “We had been
hopeful that the earlier decision
would be reversed, especially with
William Scott (Illinois attorney
general) testifying on our behalf.”
Despite rendering its decision
several weeks ago, the state
Supreme Court had not published
the opinion of the court, or even
revealed the voting breakdown qf
the seven Supreme Court justices.
“We can’t appeal until we have
the opinion of the court,” says
Quinn, “but in the meantime, we
have sent every candidate for the
Illinois Legislature a questionnaire
on his position on ethics laws. We
will publish the results, without
endorsement or condemnation of

any candidate, as soon as possible
before the election. We are also
trying to get our ethics law
proposals
passed
by
the
legislature.”
The three proposals are (1) a law
to prevent legislators from
drawing their two-year salary in
advance upon assuming office (a
proposal recently passed by the
Illinois legislature); (2) a law to
prevent legislators from holding
another public payroll job during
their legislative tenure, and (3) a
law to prevent legislators from
voting upon bills affecting any of
their personal financial interests.
Some 625,000 signatures were
collected supporting these three
proposals.
“This is a national record for a
citizen initiative,” says Quinn.
Quinn believes that legal options
are still open to the Coalition and
he intends to pursue them “as soon
as the opinion of the state Supreme
Court is officially made. Then we
will apply for a rehearing from the
state Supreme Court and go from
there.”

to get bargain
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DANCES & SONGS YOU CAN'T FORGET!!
"TONIGHT" "MARIA" "JET" "I FEEL PRETTY"
"COOL" "AMERICA" "GEE, OFFICER KRUPKE"
10% Student Discount with I.D. at Box Office
PRICES
Miln Roof (Front)
Italn Root (Reir)
Balcony (Front)
Btleony (Middle)
Balcony (Rear)

PREVIEW
$9.00
$7.50
$7.50
$5.50
$4.00

WEEKDAY EVE. i MAT.
$10.00
$8.50
$8.50
$6.50
$4.50

FRI.iSAT.EVE
$12.00
$10.50
$10.50
$8.50
$6.50

PERFORMANCE DATES: EVES. Oct.6,6,7,8,9,12,13,14,15,16
8 PM; MATS: Oct. 6,9,16,2 PM; Sundays Oct. 10,17, 3 PM

Seats Now at Box Office & TICKETRON Outlets
Including Sears & Ward Stores
FOR GROUPS 791-6190; Info. 791-6000

ARIE CROWN THEATRE

The first University Night con¬
cert by the Chicago Symphony Or¬
chestra will be presented on Wed¬
nesday, Oct. 13, at Orchestra Hall,
220 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago.
University Night is a concert
specifically for students who can
order tickets through the campus
contacts cheaper than regular box
office rates.
The concert will be directed by
Sir Georg Solti. The symphony will
perform works by Shostakovich,
Mendelssohn, and Beethoven.
Since tickets for this concert will
be in great demand, it is recom¬
mended that the orders be placed
early. Any C / D students wishing
to get a ticket should see Lucile
Friedll in the Student Activities of¬
fice before Oct. 11.

Hong Kong flu
vaccine available
The Health Center, A2070, is
making available some 200 shots of
B-Hong Kong Flu vaccine on a first
come-first serve basis. It costs $3.
The vaccine for Hong Kong Flu
may be taken along with the one
for Swine Flu. However, there
should be a period of 14 days
between inoculations.
Health Center hours are from 8
a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, and Friday from 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Anyone needing more
information should call the Health
Service at ext. 2154 or 2155.

Use red tape to wrap
this political package
We chuckled over this release from Rep. John ErlenbOrn and thought Courier readers of any political per¬
suasion might also enjoy it.
Local officials in DuPage County claim that the path to federal funds
is usually lined with excessive costs, lengthy delays and miles of red
tape.
What would happen if local officials turned the tables on federal
bureaucrats just once. Suppose, for example, a bureaucrat asked the
County Board for a parking space at DuPage Center. County Board
Chairman Gerald Weeks could write back:
“1. — You must first obtain from the U.S. Government Printing
Office or the National Archives, or the Library of Congress, or
someplace, a supply of application form COM-1975.
“2. — You must submit three executed, and 14 confirmed copies of
this application.
“3. _ Along with the application, submit the make and model of the
proposed vehicle to be parked in the space, together with certified
assurances that everyone connected with the manufacture, servicing,
and operation of same were paid according to a wage scale that
complies with the requirements of the Davis-Bacon Act.
“4. _ Submit a genealogical table for everyone who will operate
said vehicle, so we can ascertain that there will be a precisely exact
equal percentage of whites, blacks, and other minorities, as well as
women and elderly.
“5. — Submit certified assurances that all operators of said vehicle
and any filling station personnel that service same will be equipped
with steel-toed boots, etc., to show compliance with the Occupational
Safety and Health Act.
“6. — Submit an Environmental Impact Statement showing the
number of times the vehicle will be operated, times of day, the name of
the operator, etc.
“7. — Submit a certificate from the U.S. Attorney General that all of
the certifiers of the above assurances are duly authorized. ’ ’
The mayor of a city in Texas submitted a reply just like this to a
federal official in order to give him a taste of his own medicine. The
problem is, the mayor was joking, but the bureaucrats are not.
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Big names give intimate concert
The Jim Peterick Band is
currently on tour with Boston,
leaving the group little free time.
They have managed to put out a
new album for Epic records en¬
titled, “Don’t Fight the Feeling.”
After the concert Peterick talked
with just about the whole audience
which had showed up backstage.
He spoke of his days with the Ides
of March calling them Warner
Bros, best kept secret. He also

By Tony Va Ides

A small but mighty crowd of 75
CD students showed up Friday
night to hear the sounds of Megan
McDonough and Jim Peterick. The
concert proved to be the starting
line-up for what will be a year of
outstanding talent here.
Opening the evening was Megan
McDonough. It was not the
McDonough we were used to, but it
was McDonough with a new band.,
She started the band about one
year ago after her contract with
Wooden Nickel Records was up.
Since then her music has been
more along the lines of blues rock
than her old folk style, though she
brings a fresh innovative ap¬
proach.

As a last note Peterick said of the
small turnout that he enjoyed
playing here, but "next time we ll
get a better turnout.”

Student Activities
Ski Trip
Four (4) Nights & Four Days
$185.00

McDonough opened her set with
a song called “Real Rock Thing.”
After the song she apologized for
having a cold, but it seemed un- j
called for as evidenced by the !
overwhelming response from the
audience.

Jim Peterick, above, blasts out some hot licks from his
guitar Friday night in the Campus Center. Below, Megan
McDonough brought some down-home singing to the
first formal concert here. —Photos by Scott Salter.

talked of the Chicago music scene
in which he feels there’s a lot of
talent.
Peterick, a Chicago-born La
Grange resident, added, “It’s the
only thing I know how to do, so I’m
not going to quit.”

Throughout her performance
McDonough did a number of in¬
teresting things ranging from a
tribute to the Supremes, to a
country and western take-off en¬
titled “Hot Line To Heaven.” She
also played a dulcimer for one
song, an outdated instrument she
picked up about a year ago. But by
far the highlight of her act was
when she stood alone on stage
strumming her guitar.

Iron Mountain, Michigan
Pine Mountain Lodge
Trip Includes: Round Trip Air Transportation; Lodg¬
ing, Four Nights, (4 to a room); Breakfast, each day;
Dinner, each day; Ticket to lifts; Lesson each day;
Taxes and Gratuities; Bus transportation from and to
airport.
Not Included: Any items of a personal nature such as:
Beverages, telephone calls, laundry and dry cleaning
service. Note: No triple or double occupancy. Note:
Price subject to change.

Next up on stage was Jim j
Peterick, formerly of the Ides of !
March. Peterick went from guitar (
to piano in what-was one of the j
most intimate concerts that CD has L.
had. The small turnout made the
audience so much more receptive.

For further information
call Thomas Schmidt at
858-2800 ex. 2233

Some of the songs Peterick and
his band did were old tunes, but
mostly they were the songs of the
Jim Peterick Band which reflected
their own easy going style. The
songs ranged from “Love at the
Pick” and “Save” to a Fats
Domino-inspired “Lazy Susan Let’s
Go Cruisin.” A real treat was
Peterick on the piano singing a
song which he said was his will and
testament to the world.

Area employers and community
mice organizations seeking full-'
>r part-time employes or volun®ers can have their job openings
listed in the Job Opportunity
Bulletin published weekly by the
Career Planning and Placement
Office at College of DuPage.
Herb Rinehart, director of
:areer planning and placement,
reports that during the past year
Jiore than 2,200 local employers
lave used this service to fill their
imployment needs.
The Bulletin is published to aid
students who need jobs to help
[inance their education and for
students who have completed or
ire enrolled in two-year oc¬
cupational education programs
rnd want permanent, full-time
imployment.
Job listings are separated into
iart-time, full-time, and volunteer
nd may be listed up to two weeks
f requested by the employer.
Employers wanting to use the
bulletin may contact the Career
’tanning and Placement Office at
58-2800, extension 2230 or 2231
*tween 8:30 a.m. and 5 p.m.
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Is celebrating by having
a super DISCOUNT sale.

I

JOB INTERVIEWS

I
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Low rental rates on amps and PA systems.
40% off on all strings, drumheads, and
drumheads. Large Selections

Marianne
Furlong
of
Jomemakers Home and Health
-are Services, a subsidiary of the
Jpjohn Company, will be on
campus to inverview students on
Wednesday, Oct. 13.
Ms. Furlong will be in the
-ampus Center from 9 a.m. until 3
>m.

1st ANNIVERSARY SALE
ASSOCIATED MUSIC

I

40% off on selectetd Traynor amps
40-50% off on Epiphone, Yamaha, and Fender
folk guitars. Limited Supply
Big discount on Fender, Rogers, and Rhodes

♦
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Reminisce
By Orange Blossom
The pattern of this ring dates to
the Middle Ages where it was known
as "the ceremonial ring."
The symbols used then are as appropriate
today as they were in the year 1320.
Joined Hearts:
two mortal souls in love.
Clasped Hands:
togetherness for a lifetime.
<g\ Scriptures:
^ wisdom of the ages for guidance.
Horn of Plenty:
fulfillment and happiness.
fT££ Orange Blossoms:
symbols of the dream you share.
Reminisce. A ring as eternal as time.
As young as your dream.

equipment. Used guitars, amps, and drum sets

♦

I

at fabulous savings.

♦

mm

ASSOCIATED MUSIC
2005 W. Ogden Ave. Downers Grove, III.
>8-7*

JEWELERS > SINCE 1SSS

EVERGREEN PLAZA

■YORKTOWN
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’74 Fiat 128 Sports Coupe, 4-speed,
dark blue, AM FM, reclining
buckets, 35 mpg, $1950—offer, 4699314.

UNIQUE PIZZA IN THE PAN
Open 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
daily
II a.m.-2 a.m. weekends

Carry Outs Phone Ahead
Orders Welcomed
627-6990
1180 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn

Help Wanted: Cooks, Carol Stream
Golden Bear Restaurant. Many
benefits, medical, dental in¬
surance. Store discount. Full-time
or part-time, days or nights. 515
Main, Carol Stream.

Ted Tilton, vice-president
of academic affairs, explains
in detail plans for the
austerity program at CD and
how it will affect students,
faculty, and administration.
—Photos by Scott Salter.
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Tilton details austerity
cuts for winter term

Junk cars wanted. I’ll pay cash and
tow it away for free. Also 24-hour
towing. Call Ivan anytime at 8526306.
GUITAR LESSONS. Jeff Weber,
guitar instructor, Chicago Con¬
servatory and C/D. Folk, con¬
temporary or classical for college
credit or personal enjoyment. Used
guitars available. 682-1313.

Continued from Page 1
Considering once again the 250 to
The
referendum,
which
will
ask
300
classes to be dropped, Tilton
+
» voter approval to increase the gave the statistical results ex¬
* Educational Tax rate from 11 cents pected from all these efforts.
* . to 17.5 cents, is the only hope C / D
Help wanted part-time. Have
With 90 per cent of the in¬ flexible hours, early a.m. before
nrtn ntf/vn n f
nini* f_-1:_ _
has after a failure in
in state
funding
stitution’s administrators expected school. Male or female. Must have
coupled with a lack of anticipated
to teach a class, another 60 to 70 driver’s license. Apply 9 to 4, Glen
October 26
Tuesday
Bulls vs. Milwaukee
student enrollment this fall.
courses will be added to the Ellyn News Agency, 462 Prospect.
October 29
Friday
Bulls vs. Phoenix
According to Tilton, the winter
schedule. An effort on the part of 469-3300.
quarter
cutback
plans
will
be
November 10 Wednesday
Hawks vs. Philadelphia
faculty to pick up an extra class or
reassessed after the Nov. 17
November 13 Saturday
Bulls vs. Detroit
put in extra time at the DLL will Babysitter wanted, in my home in
referendum vote and again after
November 30 Tuesday
give the equivalent of perhaps Geneva, for boys aged 5 and 7; 11
Bulls vs. Golden State
C / D is a few weeks into the winter
another 100 courses. These two a.m. to 6 p.m., 3 days per week
December 1
Wednesday Hawks vs. Boston*
quarter.
combined efforts would add up to 232-0872.
December 7
Tuesday
Bulls vs. Los Angeles
According to Tilton, deans will be
160 to 170 of the classes lost.
making
individual
decisions
on
December 8
Wednesday Hawks vs. Montreal
Finally, Tilton hopes that a
what classes will be dropped from
December 14 Tuesday
Bulls V8. Philadelphia
capacity filling of classes that are
Kappa to elect
the
winter
schedule
with
offered will make up the other 90
from
their
small
jf cooperation
J On ly 10 tickets available per game in Student Activities
courses.
new senator
* college faculty. Decisions will be
* Box Office in the Campus Center - K-134.
If all Tilton’s and the Council of
J based on what will be most
Dean’s efforts materialize, cuts in
J Bulls tickets, regularly $6.50, are in the mezzanine,
The Faculty Election Committee
practical for students, said Tilton.
courses at CD will be lessened has called upon Kappa cluster to
If—wks tickets, regularly $7.00, are in the first balcony.
,
. ,
The DLL will be affected in the considerably.
J Student price.for all games: One itckel: $6,00, two tickets: $10.00. *
way as aU other facets of the
elect a Senator to fill the vacancy
T Students must have C/D ID card.
J course scheduling — 42 per cent
Asked if Dr. Rodney Berg, caused by the resignation of
college president, will also be Edward Martin.
Notices of the right to make
Asked if evening classes will teaching a class next quarter,
suffer heavier cuts than day Tilton said, “Dr. Berg has not been nominations and of the election
CONTEST!
classes, Tilton said that CD con¬ in this week. He has all my memos have been given to the faculty of
siders evening classes as part of on his desk and he can do what he Kappa. The nominations were
i closed on Thursday, Sept. 30,1976.
the regular day schedule.
sees fit when he reads them.”
The names of the nominees will
CONTEST!
be furnished to Kappa faculty next
Coming soon to
week. The balloting will take place
in the Kappa office on Thursday,
Oct. 14, from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Starting in November
and on Friday, Oct. 15, from 9 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m.

Student Activities Sponsors
it #1 An 4

A

Chicago
Bulls and Hawks Games

Student Activities

Entry Form

Phone

Theme:

Chemistry labs
near completion

... offering ticket information for ...

Name_
Address

24 Hour Phone
Information Service

.City_
School

"Indian Summer"

Prizes
1st. $25.00 Gift Certificate
2nd. $15.00 Gift Certificate
3rd. $10.00 Gift Certificate
Who may enter?
You must currently be enrolled in College full
or part-time, or be in High School. There is
no age limit.
How to enter.
Entries must be made in person at
Main St. Camera before Dec. 3rd. The
entry must be made in B&W or Color
8x10 prints flush mounted or color slides
in 2x2 cardboard mounts. You are limited to
three entries. Accompany each entry with a
self addressed envelope.
All judging final and will be announced Dec. 15th.

Hours: AAon.-Frf. 9-9 Sat. 9-5:30 Sun. 11-4
511 Main St. Downors Grovo, III. SOS 15. 963-4250

- Pop Concerts
- Film Series
- Chicago Bulls and Hawks Games
- Club Activities
- Student Government
- All College Events
- Travel Programs to
Iron Mountain, Michigan, Nov. 24-28
Las Vegas, Nevada, Dec. 30-Jan. 2
Daytona Beach, Florida, March 19-26
Acapulco, Mexico, March 18-25

Call 858-3360
5
8
D DuPage
E Events
News
N
Operator
O
Telephone 7 days a week, 24 hours a day, for a
taped run-down on all that's happening at
College of DuPage.

None of the A Bldg, chemistry
labs has been entirely completed,
according to Delta College
assistant dean Michael Sosulski,
but all are being used by chemistry
students.
Sosulski added that A 1-T is now
being used to store some equip¬
ment to prevent it from being
damaged or misplaced.
WE JOIN ILLINET

The LRC is now a member of
ILLINET, a state network which
provides access to books in all the
member libraries of the DuPage
Library System as well as the four
Reference and Research Libraries
— University of Illinois, Chicago
Public library, Southern Illinois
University, and Illinois State
Library.
This interlibrary loan service is
available to all students and
faculty. Requests should be sub¬
mitted to cluster consultants or to
Lucille Edwards in die LRC.
REP HERE OCT. 11
A
Northeastern
Illinois
University representative will be
on campus Oct. 11, from 11 a jn. to
1p.m.
The representatives will meet
with students in the northeast
comer of the Campus Center. No
appointment is needed.
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DuPage, Channel 11
sponsor GED course
Through the efforts of College of
DuPage and Channel 11 (WTTWTV), a General Education
Development course is being of¬
fered for adults who did not finish
high school.
The television presentations are
from noon to 1 p.m. Saturdays
beginning Oct. 16 -to Feb. 15 on
Channel 11. Showings which are
missed on television can be made
up by privately viewing video¬
cassettes in the Learning
Resources Center or at the Holy
Trinity Center in Westmont.
Extension College is offering a
non-credit seminar to accompany
..

-L

The Dance Repertory group will be starting their practice sessions for this year.
Practices will be held on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 11:30 a.m. in Ml59. Anyone
interested may either come to practice or contact Donna Oleson in Ml59 or call ext.
2067. ..

2 Hawaiian holiday trips

the television series from 7-9 p.m.
Wednesdays at the Holy Trinity
Center, 110 S. Linden, Westmont.
The sessions begin Oct. 20 and will
be held every two weeks for 16
weeks. Cost of the seminar is $16,
plus the cost of three television
study guides (about $30).
Students may register for “GEDTV Seminar” at the Holy Trinity
Center or on campus.
For more information, call the
College of DuPage Extension
College office at 858-2800, extension
2210, or the Holy Trinity Center at
968-6265 on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday evenings, 7-9.

The
Plant
Plant

10” hanging baskets - $8.99
3V4’-4’ tropical plants - $15.95
Hrs. 9-10 Wd. 12-5 Sun.
963-6555
2015 Ogden Ave., Downers Grove, III
(coupon-$1.00 off per plant)

to be sponsored in December
Two Hawaiian holidays, both
eight days and seven nights, will be
sponsored by College of DuPage in
December.
The first trip, Dec. 11-18,
features stops on three Hawaiian
islands: Honolulu, Maui, and Hilo.
This package includes round-trip
air fare, transportation between
hotels and islands, hotel, four
tours, baggage handling and all
gratuities and taxes, plus many
extra services for $433.
Tourists will spend five days and
four nights in Honolulu at the Ala
Moana, Pacific Kuhio, Hale Makai
or Waikiki Travellodge hotels.
Then the trip moves to Maui for
two nights, and Hilo for one night
and a tour of the Liliokalani
Gardens.
Other tours include the Cultural
Plaze in Honolulu’s Chinatown, a
tour enroute of Honolulu, and a
tour of the Iao Valley on Maui, with
its many natural waterfalls. All
these tours are included in the $433
price.

ICC to hold
first meeting
An open invitation is extended to
anyone interested in attending a
general meeting of the Inter-Club
Council at 11 a.m. Oct. 12in K127. A
buffet luncheon will be served
about noon.
The club will be discussing last
year’s performance, a possible
club-oriented
advertisement
pamphlet, fund raising activities,
techniques for membership drives,
facilities available to club mem¬
bers, revisions of the Inter-Club
Council Handbook and new clubs.
Inter-Club Council is made up of
representatives from every club on
campus. In addition to existing
club members, 500 incoming fresh¬
man have indicated their desire to
join in club activities.

The second trip, Dec. 14-21, is
less regimented and calls for eight
days and seven nights at Waikiki.
This one island tour features many
optional activities in addition to
round-trip air fare, hotel, por¬
terage at airport and hotel, plus
discount bonus coupons.
Cost of the second trip is $359.
Reservations are being taken
now, because of limited seats
available. A $50 deposit is required
before Oct. 30, with deposits
refunded up to 30 days prior to
departure.
For more information and
reservations, contact Jerry Morris
at College of DuPage, 858-2800,
extension 2421.

3 art students
get cash grants
Three College of DuPage
students recently were awarded
cash grants from the DuPage Art
League under the John Sweig
Memorial Scholarship program.
The three students are Karen
Pollard of Glendale Heights; John
Walker of Downers Grove, and
Raymond Qubes of Warrenville.
They were recommended by Dr.
Adnan Ertas, art instructor.
This is an annual scholarship
award set up by the DuPage Art
League, and is part of the league’s
education program.
Qubes was awarded $40, Pollard
and Walker $30 each for their
achievements in art.

* Model Car Contest »
l

till Oct. 29.

J

1

Come in for details.

*

*

*

*

J LYLE’S HOBBY ;

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

+
*
*

and

Craft Center
38 N. Cass Ave.
Westmont, III.
852-8085

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*

*****************

BEFORE YOU
TAKE THAT
PLUNGE,
TALK TO US!
For over 50 years S.A. Peck has been saving
students up to 50% on the purchase of diamonds.
How? By importing our own rough diamonds, cutting
and polishing them and designing our own settings.
We eliminate the middle man mark-up and pass the
savings on to you.
Send for our beautiful 52 page catalog and see for
yourself.
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The Courier is a weekly news publication
serving College of DuPage. Editorial of¬
fices are in the white bam east of J Bldg.
Telephone, 858-2800, ext. 2379 or 2113.
Advertising rates available on request.
The college is located at Lambert Road
and 22nd Street, Glen Ellyn, HI. 60137.

®ditor.Wayne A. Shoop
Managing Editor .Carol Gregory

(Editorial opinions do not necessarily PhotoMito?.ScoSter

represent the opinion of the staff or College Features Editor.. barid Dtokey
of DuPage.)

Faculty Adviser... Gordon Richmond

It makes us curious
Recently the Courier heard word
of books being taken, stolen,
ripped off (whichever you choose)
from the LRC. Trying to keep on
top of everything, I sent a reporter
to the LRC to talk to Robert Veihman,
director of technical
processing and distribution in the
LRC.
To be truthful, books being
stolen from the LRC is nothing
new to those of you who have been
around for awhile. It is also
nothing new to those of us on the
Courier staff that Veihman
declined to say anything, not even
permitting our reporter in his'
office.
And there is no doubt as to why.
Sure books are being taken and not
returned. The fact is, the LRC does
not take inventories to know
exactly how big the problem is.
Veihman would tell us that he does
not have the staff nor the time to
worry with it. If he was librarian for
a major corporation, I wonder,
would he take the time for in¬
ventories? My guess is that he
would.
Yet instead of telling us these
things,
Veihman declines to
respond. That only makes us more

curious.
Two things seem out of place
here. One is how students
manage to rip off books with the
extensive “tattle tale” system that
is installed in the LRC. It seems
incredible to me how anyone can
get around that. Yet they are doing
it. What is the LRC doing about it?
The second thing that bothers
me is Veihman telling the student
paper in effect, to get lost and stop
picking on him. Maybe if he in¬
corporated some methods of
cutting down on the stealing, we
would have something good to
report about the LRC for once.
We are the student paper,
reporting on behalf of the student
body. It strikes me as odd when we
send a reporter for an interview and
an
administrator declines to
comment on what’s happening in
our LRC.
Maybe the LRC will begin to sit
up and take notice that there are
other students who want to know
“why” to things. Maybe they’ll take
the time to look into a problem and
possibly make some changes.
Then maybe we’ll have some
"good news” to report.
— Wayne Shoop

Lettersletterslettersletters
The following is in reply to a
letter featured last week from
Linnea L. Stulb concerning College
Relations. The letter was answered
by Student Body President Dave
Starrett.

communicate with an estimated
3,000 new, full-time students who
would be attending college this
fall.

To the Editor in response to letter
from Linnea L. Stulb:
Since the response which was
printed in the Courier last week to
your concern about an orientation
letter did
not answer your
questions or address itself to the
problem which you brought up and
since our department did sponsor
this activity, I felt it incumbent to
answer your question and indicate
what we intend to do about it in the
future.

Because of an error in the
computer selection stipulation, all
full-time day students who were
registered through August 16
received this letter. Before the
error in selection was discovered,
about 1,200 letters were sent to
students who should not have
received them. Of the freshmen
families who did receive them,
about 300 availed themselves of
the opportunity to visit the
campus.
Several
families of
second-year students also at¬
tended.

This project has its origin in a
student government affair which
was carried on in 1971. As a part of
it, students and their parents were
invited to come and take a look at
the campus and find out a little bit
more about College of DuPage.

While the fact of this selection
error was an unfortunate one, I
believe the project was successful
and I expect to continue next year
in an effort to let both students and
parents know what a fine college
this is.

Although I have been director of
College Relations for only a little
over a year, I was aware of this
project as an historical fact and felt
that it had been beneficial to the
students
and
their families.
Accordingly, I attempted to set up
a mechanism by which we could

Finally, I would like to apologize
to you since the initial response to
your letter did not answer any of
our questions. I hope this is more
staisfactory.
Michael Potts
Director College Relations

More letters
To the Editor and the CD Com¬
munity:
After spending six quarters at
the College of DuPage, I’m now in
my first semester at Beloit College
as a transfer student. My last two
quarters at C / D were in the Alpha
program, and I’m writing to share
some comments that may be of
interest to the Alpha faculty and
potential
transfer
students
currently in Alpha.
While in the Alpha program, I
enjoyed very much the absence of
structure-attending classes in¬
frequently; doing the work I
wanted to do, when and how I
wanted to do it. In other words, the
individuality allowed in Alpha
made learning a painless ex¬
perience. And, in transferring I
found that, with the exception of
some special project Credits, my
Alpha courses were accepted for
credit at my transfer college, with
full semester credits in certain of
the courses.
There is, however, a negative
aspect of Alpha that I would like to
discuss, and that is the very un¬
structured nature of Alpha. While I
can speak only for myself, I
suspect that the consequences of
non-structure have been felt by
other
transfer
students.
Specifically, because of the ex¬
tensive freedom typically en¬
couraged in Alpha, my study
habits and note-taking techniques
fell into disuse, as the very idea of
Alpha is to eliminate lectures, term
papers, and exams.
In this light, then, I’d like to offer
a few suggestions that I hope will
be given some thought by the
Alpha staff. Firstly, I advise that
potential transfer students in the
Alpha program be reminded, or
made aware, that the majority of
universities and 4-year colleges
are, unfortunate though it may be,
still very firm believers in the
traditional method of education.
While in Alpha, it is quite easy and
even convenient to forget that it is
still the exception, not the rule.
Alpha students
intending to
transfer must be made aware that
they will shortly be expected to
dust off their dictionaries and open
their textbooks.
My second suggestion is that
potential transfers in Alpha be
strongly
encouraged,
perhaps
required, to enroll in at least one
non-Alpha course per quarter,
concurrent
with
their Alpha
courses.
With
this
method,
students would perhaps not be as
likely to lose the sense of
traditional academic routine

employed
at
upper-level
in¬
stitutions. Particularly in the case
of transfer students, preparation
for life after Alpha is imperative. It
is dangerously naive and han¬
dicapping to pretend that Alpha
students can continue to operate
under Alpha-type philosophies
after the transfer to another in¬
stitution.
Alpha College is very real at the
College of DuPage. It is unique,
and is perhaps working under the
most correct philosophies for an
educational system. But I firmly
believe that it is breeding academic
laziness in students who will, upon
transferring, be expected to make
rapid, major changes in their
classroom and study habits. I feel
that Alpha College has as much
responsibility as any of the other
cluster colleges, perhaps more
because of its unorthodox
methods, to prepare students for
the transition from junior college
to 4-year college. It’s a big step to
take while hanging on to false
assumptions
about
college
academic life.
Christy L. Thomas

Alpha’s response
Dear Chris,
I’m glad you’ve been so suc¬
cessful in your ensuing education
— Beloit is no slouch of a college
as they say. Certainly the
realization about discipline and
commitment which you report is
one that comes to each of us
sooner or later — for some it
comes while they are still here with
us at DuPage; others don’t face
the hard facts until later.
Some five thousand students
have worked in the Alpha College,
many of whom now hold graduate
degrees. Our follow-up studies
indicate that these students’
experiences, both successes and
failures, have been as various as
the peaks and valleys we have
hiked together while they were
here. It is always heartening to
hear from our “graduates”,
especially when they are so
marvelously articulate as yourselfI read your letter to the community
meeting and all appreciated your
concern.
Thank you once again, Chris, for
writing. Best of luck at Beloit
College.
William A. Leppert
Dean, Alpha College
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COURIER COR/7
By Debbie Perina

Friday, Oct. 8
9 a.m. - Men’s Golf v.s. Joliet Invitational (Away)
11 a.m. - Smokey Mountains meeting, Alpha lounge
|\ |
4 pjn. - Student Government Constitutional meeting in K134 (Campus
Center)

Looldng around at the general condition of the Campus Center I
came to notice that despite the plants hanging around and various
coeds that tend to brighten up the area, it is really rather blah.
I suppose there is really nothing wrong with that, but I thought I had
come up with a great idea on bo w to brighten it up somewhat
I have been a student of the art of graffiti for several years now and I
uh6 p but notice that tins college has some of the poorest
graffiti I have ever seen. Colleges in general tend to be one of the
greatest soimces of original graffiti. But this college seems to do
everything ll can to discourage-one of our greatest artistic assets that
wenave.
We’re all aware of how clean the washroom walls always are. It
seenw that as soon as a new saying goes up a janitor comes along and
washes it down. They don’t even seem to like original artistic
drawings that seem to crop up occasionally. These are cleaned with an
attack of soap and water that is unparalleled in our time.
I’ll grant that there is a certain necessity to keeping the washrooms
clean of all those “dirty things” that people put up on the walls. But
what about the creative things that come down along with what is
considered undesirable?
Now there are certain people in our society that don’t like graffiti.
But I don’t believe these people have ever been exposed to some of the
better graffiti that has come out in recent years. They seem to think
that graffiti is just sick people exposing their thoughts to the world.
This simply is not true. Graffiti is an art form that has been with us
since the beginning of time. All those pictures of prehistoric animals
painted by prehistoric man were not the beginnings of a stumbling
artist but rather one of our first graffitists.
There may be experts that disagree with my interpretation of those
earliest of art forms, but they never talked to the person who drew
them so they could hardly know more than I do about it.
The problem then arises that if we can’t put up graffiti in the
washroom, where can we put it up? Which brings me back to the
Campus Center.
With all that blank space in the Campus center, why couldn’t we let
our aspiring graffitists loose on one of the walls? The south wall of the
Campus Center is totally blank, except for the boob tube that keeps
blaring all day, and would be the perfect spot to start a graffiti wall.
All the administration would have to do is supply a few cans of paint,
a few brushes, a few markers, and let everyone loose on the wall.
I have no guarantees of what would go up, but it certainly would be
better than the present white blah.

Rare species:
non-smokers
More than ever before, people
are increasingly conscious of the
non-smoker’s rights. This “con¬
sciousness” has taken on a
physical dimension here on
campus.
The physical dimension is ap¬
proximately less than 50 square
feet, containing three to four
tables, a roped-off exhibition area
in the back of the Campus Center.
Hanging from the front middle
rope is an orange poster board,
labeled in bold black lettering. This
sign names the rare and en¬
dangered
species
contained
within: “Non-Smoker’s Area.”

If you think you are going to
transfer to Illinois State University
(Normal) for the fall semester,
1977 and major in Special
Education or Medical Technology,
I would suggest you apply NOW.
ISU has excellent programs in
Special Education and Medical
Technology and many students,
both entering freshmen and
transfer students desire to major
in those areas. ISU has neither the
teachers
nor
the
space
(classrooms,
etc.)
to
ac¬
commodate all the transfer
students who apply to major in
Special Education or Medical
Technology. However, each year
ISU reserves a number of spaces
for transfer .students in the above
mentioned areas.
The deadline date for applying to
ISU to major in Special Education
or Medical Technology for the fall
semester, 1977 is December l, Vfli.
I would suggest, as mentioned
earlier, that you apply NOW,
because in past years there have
been so many applicants for
Special Education and Medical
Technology at ISU that they
“closed” admissions earlier than
December 1.
The deadline date of December 1
is ONLY for those students trans¬
ferring to ISU and applying to
major in Special Education and or
Medical Technology. Applications
for admissions to ISU may be
obtained in the Planning and
Information Center for Students
(PICS) located in the Learning
Resourses Center (LRC) in
Building “J.”
Each
year
admissions
representatives from four-year
colleges and universities visit C / D
to talk with students about trans¬
ferring. The representatives are
from public and private schools, in

and out-of-state. Many state
schools in Illinois send “reps” to
C/D twice a year, some each
quarter. Usually the “reps” visit
on Mondays and Wednesdays and
the schedule of when they are on
campus and location (in the nor¬
theast comer of the campus
center, building K) is published in
The Courier and weekly in the “Job
Opportunity Bulletin.” Copies of
the “Job Opportunity Bulletin” can
be found in small college lounges,
outside the Career Planning and
Placement Office (K-151), and the
Dean of Student’s office (K-159).
This is an excellent opportunity
for you to explore and find out
about many different transfer
schools. I feel talking to “reps”
should not be a substitute for
visiting four-year schools, but an
addition, Herb Rinehard, C/D’s
Director of Career Planning and
Placement, has done an excellent
job of setting up this program, why
not take advantage of it?

Crusade drive
opens Oct. 18
The Glen Ellyn Crusade of
Mercy campaign will be held at the
college during the weeks of Oct. 18
through 29, announced Ron
Lemme, administrative assistant
to the president.
The Crusade of Mercy benefits
the entire community and is one of
the worthiest programs you can
support, Lemme said.
Donations may be brought to
Gwen Goers in the Delta office
(A1028) or to Maryann Toth in
Lemme’s office (K161).

6 P-m. - Campus Christian Fellowship concert - featuring Paul Stookey
(from the Mama’s and Papa’s) at Concordia Teachers College
(Meet in K Parking lot)
8 p.m. - Movie “Shoot the Piano Player” in A1106 - admission free
Saturday, Oct. 9
8 a.m. - Women’s Tennis - IAIAW (Away)
9 a.m. - Women’s Volleyball v.s. Illinois State Tourney (Away)
- Men’s Golf v.s. Joliet Invitational (Away)
I pjn. - Men’s Soccer v.s. University of Illinois (Home)
2:30p.m. -Football v.s. Harper College (Away)
TEA - Men’s Cross Country v.s. Milwaukee Tech Invitational (Awav)
Sunday, Oct. 10
*
9 a.m.-7 p.m. - Exhibition by Kim’s Black Belt Karate School in gym at
C / D. $4 at door, $2 in advance. )858-7788)
6:30-10 p.m. - Inter Club Council meeting for forming Black Student
organization in K127.
Monday, Oct. 11
9-5 pm. - Student Government Senate petitions will be available thru
Thurs. pick up at Student Government office in K134
9:30 a.m. - Alpha Town Meeting in Alpha lounge
10 a.m. - Men’s Golf v.s. Lake County Invitational (Away)
10 a.m.-12 p.m. - Bradley University in Campus Center
10 a.m.-2 p.m. -University of Wisconsin (La Crosse) in Campus Center
5:30p.m. - Women’s Volleyball v.s. North Central (Home)
7 p.m. - Veteran’s Club meeting at Lum’s 720 Roosevelt Rd.
- Urban Ecology meeting in J105
Tuesday, Oct. 12
8:30-12:20p.m. - Rational Emotive Psychology in J111B
9 a.m. - Movie “The Candidate” will be featured at also 11:00 1:00
7:00, and 9:00 in A1106 admission Free
- Field Experience, Horicon Marsh and Milwaukee Museum (see
Alpha)

Sexism is
workshop
topic

Talking transfer
By Don Dame

»

A four-session workshop dealing
with sexism and how it prevents
men and women from realizing
their fullest potential will be held
on four consecutive Thursdays
beginning Oct. 14 at the Con¬
vocation Center of M Bldg.
Organized by Edith Fejer,
Sharon Bradwish, Betty Cobum
and Martha Ice, all from the Focus
on Women program at CD, each
session will include a panel of four
participants and a moderator.
At least two of the panel mem¬
bers will be teaching humanists
from the college community, while
other members will be chosen
largely to contribute different
perspectives, helping to provide a
balanced presentation of each of
the major aspects of sexism that
will be discussed.

II a.m. - Inter Club Council Meeting in K127
12:30-2:30 p.m. - Open Swim at Carol Stream Park District Pool
1 p.m. - Men’s Golf v.s. Harper, Morton and Elgin (Home)
2:30 p.m. - Representative Assembly in K127
3:30 p.m. - Women’s Tennis v.s. Waubonsee (Away)
6 p.m.-Women’s Volleyball v.s. Truman Elgin (Home)
Wednesday, Oct. 13
9 a.m. - Alpha backpack to the Morton Arboretum (see Alpha)
9 a.m.-12 pjn. - University of Wisconsin (Stout) in Campus Center
9a.m.-lp.m. -I.S.U. in Campus Center
9 a.m.-3 p.m. - Northwestern University Technological Institute in
Campus Center
5 p.m. - Ethnic Dinner given by Alpha (see Alpha College)
7 p.m. - Sigma College Lectures on Criminal Justice in K127
7:30 p.m. - Board of Trustees meeting in K157
8 p.m.-Criminal Justice lecture “Bail Bond” in K127 admission free
Thursday, Oct. 14
9 a m. - Himalayan Institute for Science and Philosophy from Alpha
College will feature an extensive biofeedback equipment, yoga, and
western science. If interested come to J101 or call Ann Kahalas ext
2356
9:30 a.m. - Kappa College meeting (S.A.C.K.) in Kappa lounge in M
Bldg.
-Environment Education an “on campus” study with Alpha College
- Men’s Golf - N4C at (Home)
12:30-2:30 p.m. - Open swim at Carol Stream Park District pool
1 p.m. - Campus Christian Fellowship Bible Study in A2033
2 p.m. - Student Government Senate meeting in KL57
- Deadline for all Student Government petitions to be in
3 p.m.- Women’s Tennis v.s. Illinois Valley (Home)
4 p.m. - Women’s Volleyball v.s. Thornton (Away)
6-10 p.m. - Inter Club Council meeting in K127

Scott’s Shots

Each panel will deal with a
particular aspect of sexism and
proceed to explore its overall ef¬
fects on the individual and society
at large.
After the panel discussion and a
question / answer period from the
audience, the group will break up
into four small discussion groups.
Individuals may sign up for
particular small group discussions
by
topic
during
the
question / answer period or the
brief coffee break which will follow
it.
The first workshop topic on Oct.
14 will be “The Nature of Sexism,”
Oct. 21 — “Sexism in Education”,
Oct. 28 — “Sexism in the Mass
Media”,. Nov. 4 — “Sexism and
Change.”
Additional information may be
obtained by calling Psi College at
858-2800, ext. 2010.

This is the way one CD student must live after
registering, paying for books, and buying his lunch at the
cafeteria^_Photo

by Scott Salter
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DISCOVER

And it’s free, too —

Festival features 6 foreign films
Ladies Print

Shirts

Now $6.00
Now $12.00

Reg. $14.00
Reg. $22.00

Fantastic savings on our entire stock of fall fash¬
ions in misses and junior sizes. Fashion conscious
money-wise women shop us for value. DISCOVER
current name brand quality clothes at savings of
30% to 50%. A FANTASTIC assortment of fine
sportswear awaits you.

Ski
ar

FAMOUS FASHIONS FOR LESS

204 W. ROOSEVELT RD.t VILLA PARK I2H267
Located in Villa Oaks Shopping Center,
1 mile west of Rt. 83
Open Daily lOto 5:30 Mon & Thurs. 'til 9
Saturday 10 to 5, Sunday 12 to 5.

uyi@(fn(€di
Submissions to UUMd/ magazine

POETRY - SHORT STORIES -

ARTWORK

BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOS
Anyone from the College of DuPage
can submit - students, faculty, staff ...
Bring submissions to

tyy)@ifiidJ/

The
office
(in the Courier Barn)

LRC
Student Government
(in K Building)
Alpha Office (J107B)
Games Room (A1013)
If you want your submissions returned,
include your name, address and phone.

Six major motion pictures by
foreign-film makers, plus an
evening of short films, will make
up the “Foreign Film Festival”
this fall.

“Shoot the Piano Player” will be
shown Oct. 8. It is a French film
with English subtitles about the life
and times of a piano player. The
film is directed by Francois
Truffaut and stars Charles
Aznavour.
On Oct. 15, “State of Siege” will
be shown. Costa-Gavras, who
directed the motion picture “Z”,
directs this drama about the

political kidnapping of a United
States official in Latin America.
This French film with English
subtitles stars Yves Montand.
The evening of short films will be
Sponsored by Student Activities
Oct. 22. Titles and details have not
and Omega College, the film
been released yet.
festival will be held on Fridays,
“The Finances” will be shown
until Nov. 19, at 8 p.m. in Room
Oct. 29. This Italian film with
A1106. No admission will be
English subtitles stars Carlo
charged.
Cagrini and Anna Canzi. Director
Ermanno Olmi presents the main
characters as indicative of the
DESSERTS
human spirit in a grim industrial
BROWNIES
society. Olmi also directed the
PUDDINGS
popular film “Sound of Trumpets.”
FRUIT PIE
“Forbidden Games” is the Nov.
BAVARIAN CREAM PIE
5 feature. The film won a 1952
CAKE SLICES
Academy Award for best foreign
APPLE SAUCE
language film. Directed by Rene
FRUIT CUP
Clement, it is an anti-war film
LAYER CAKES
which does not deal with actual
warfare. A French film with
PLAIN JELL0
English
subtitles,
“Forbidden
CHEESE CAKE P
Games” stars Brigitte Fossey.
HtTiliUlil
The last two feature films of the
In accordance with budget problems being experienced
sequence are both directed by
throughout the campus, food service is hitting students
Italy’s Federico Fellini. “Variety
with increased food prices and reduced hours of service.
Lights” was Fellini’s first feature
film, telling the story of a downand-out vaudeville troupe which
believes it can still be a success. It
stars Guilietta Masina.
The final film of the series is
Fellini’s “8V2”. Stars Marcello
Mastroianni, Anouk Aimee and
Claudia Cardinale helped win this
and services it offers the students. film an Academy Award for best
Students at CD are complaining
This means a reduction in the foreign language film.
about the high cost of food in the
hours food services can stay open.
“Variety Lights” and “8V2” are
Campus Center. Why are prices so
both Italian films with English
high?
“We’re trying to give students as
subtitles.
According to Jeff Spiroff,
much service as possible,” said
director of food services, prices
Spiroff.
1
aren’t any higher than any other
When asked if there is any
college campus. Food prices are
skimming off the top, Spiroff an¬
determined by food costs, labor
swered, “No, if a dean, faculty
and preparation time.
member or administrator uses
“They’re struggling to keep food
food services he has to pay for it.”
prices down,” said Spiroff in

Food service fights
to keep prices down

‘Great Quest’
still goes on

defense of food services. He also
said that higher market prices and
inflation has resulted in a slight
increase which is being absorbed
by the students.
Spiroff also commented that food
services isn’t making any profits,
in fact, they’re losing money.
They’re having difficulties making
ends meet.
Monies for food services comes
out of the auxiliary service fees.
Food services is run entirely by the
school.
According to Spiroff, food ser¬
vices has been cutting back. There
has been a reduction in the staff

INSTRUCTIONAL FORMAT
The Student Senate has formed
Task Force III and is organizing an
Instructional Format that will be
distributed to teachers. The
Format will provide students with
information about how the course
is taught, and what goes on in the
classroom.
The committee is to have the
Instructional Format ready for
publication one month before
spring registration. Senators on
the committee are Chuck Cenkner,
Extension, and Russ Prince,
Omega.
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PUBLIC NOTICE
PUBLIC NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN OF THE STUDENT SENATE ELECTIONS TO BE HELD
FOR THE PURPOSE OF ELECTING SEVEN STUDENT SENATORS, ONE FROM EACH SMALL
COLLEGE CLUSTER, AT THE COLLEGE OF DUPAGE COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
502 COUNTIES OF DUPAGE, COOK, AND WILL, AND THE STATE OF ILLINOIS TO BE HELD
ON THE 26TH AND 27TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1976.
Places of polling shall be:
Building A - Outside of Omega and Sigma Cluster Offices
8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Building K - At the Southeast entrance area
8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Building M - At the Southeast entrance area
8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
BY ORDER OF THE PRESIDENT AND THE STUDENT SENATE OF THE COLLEGE OF DUPAGE
David Starrett
Student Body President

By Jolene Westendorf
“The Holy Grail is one of the
great myths of humanity,” Mrs.
Ingrid Nyborg-Fellander Sunday
told a meeting at the Theosophical
Society in Wheaton.
According to Mrs. Fellander, the
Holy Grail is the chalice used by
Christ in the Last Supper. The Holy
Grail was kept until King Arthur’s
time when it suddenly disap¬
peared. All the knights were sent
out to find the chalice in a search
called “The Great Quest.”
“The symbolism of the Holy
Grail in modern times is that no
one can always be in the holy
presence, but must constantly
search for other truths,” explained
Mrs. Fellander.
She also explained the sym¬
bolism of King Arthur’s round
table. Everyone at the table was
equal, showing that today all
people are equal. One chair was
always vacant at the round table.
That symbolized, she said, the
eternal point in each person’s life
where he can feel the presence of
the light of heaven.
King Arthur’s time in the 6th
century was free from wars,
making it possible for the knights
at the round table to live by high
ideals; speaking clearly and living
pure.
Mrs. Fellander explained that
every person must “go on your own
search for your Holy Grail.”
Many museums and castles in
Europe claim to have the Holy
Grail. When Mrs. Fellander visited
an old castle in Germany she felt
an odd presence in the corner of
one room. The guard explained
that they had just found a secret
shelf in the wall with a perfectly
round cup inside.
She explained the odd feeling by
saying, “The Holy Grail was not
only a physical object, but was
supposed to have magical and
healing powers.”
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What is your favorite class here this quarter?

KATIE MANN
"I am a student of Alpha,
and I don’t really like any one
class more than the others. I
like the atmosphere at
Alpha. I like the open
discussions, the freedom of
speech, and even our
freedom to rearrange the
class. I feel as an individual
resource in all my classes."

NAT TAYLOR
"I like Architecture as my
best class not just because
of the class itself but
because It is an area in
which I am deeply involved. I
like the work that ar¬
chitecture involves you in,
as well as the actual
physical structures. Both
old and modern architecture
fascinate me."

KEVIN STEGER
"I like the classes I have
where the teacher lets you
evaluate yourself fora grade,
like in Fred Hombach’s
Philosophy class. At least
you have a way of voicing
your opinion though the
grade you get may not be
what you thought you
deserved.”

CAROLE CARPENTER
“My favorite class is the
Environmental
Education
class with Hal Cohen. I like
it because I can relax and
work at the same time. We
work with other kids trying
to get them tuned in to the
environment. We also play
some neat games like RockRock, who’s got the rock."

By Tony Valdes

RICH MOORSHOWER
"Out of all the classes I
take, I would have to say that
sociology is my favorite
because it covers a wide
range of different subjects.
If you can get a good
professor, I think it helps to
make it more interesting. ”

How to get published in Worlds
be found after
quality. For example, a short story Magazine”
should have a five-page maximum publication. The Student Activities
Office in K bldg, and the campus
limit.
The items submitted do not need book store will handle the 800 to
to be typed but only legible. The 1000 copies printed.
An advantage for submitting
photographs should be in black and
white, due to the high costs of color your work to the “Worlds
separation in printing. One can Magazine” is that all entries
submit as many compositions as he published are copyrighted, free of
wishes.
cost to you. This helps protect your
Where should one drop off his literature from being plagiarized.
work for consideration? There are
What are the printing costs? The
four convenient locations: 1) the “Worlds” is given a limited budget
secretary’s desk in the Student to pay for its printing and
Government office, 2) Alpha’s distribution. These funds are
office has a “Worlds” mail box, 3) handled through our student
A1013, the game room located in A government. The sum cost of its
Bldg., and 4) the “Worlds” office, publication, which can vary
Who decides what is or is not located in the barn, east of J Bldg.
proportionately to its length of 25 to
going to be published? The editors
When are their publication 50 pages, is approximately $1.20
and staff of the Worlds are all dates? There is no set date. It’s per copy. The cost to you: 25 cents.
volunteers, students who are very dependent on how much material
“There have been strong in¬
much interested in the verbal is submitted and how close to the dications that there might be a
composition of your thoughts. The deadline is their date of sub¬ supportive buying public for the
co-editors are Dave Parrent and mission. The deadline for this fall ‘Worlds Magazine’ outside of the
Paul Ellison. The staff is Patty quarter’s publication is set for the campus community,” ventured
Connaughton and Chris John. The last week of October. If you don’t Dave Parrent. “Our publications
faculty advisers are Debby Ryel make the fall deadline, there’s are filled with excellent com¬
and Bill Myers.
always winter quarter. So get it in positions from students who never
How do they decide what is going as soon as possible.
before had any of their work
to be published? They meet at least
Where
can
the
“Worlds published.”
once a week, sometimes even more
often than that, and they discuss
the merit of all submitted
material.
“It’s determined on a consensus
basis and not by a plurality vote,”
says Dave Parrent. “The criteria
for its publication is determined by
its appeal, its meaning for other
students, and not just by whether it
meets a traditional, structured
specializing in
form of writing.”
Each year there are new
students who volunteer as its
editors, so if something you en¬
tered last year was not published,
try again this year. Chances are
any way that it was not published
also
because it was too long rather than
because it was not liked by the
sandwiches - cocktails
editors.
By David Dickey
Around the “Worlds” in 80 days?
“Worlds Magazine” has been
around longer than 80 days. Each
quarter Worlds publishes its own
literary magazine containing
poetry, prose, short stories,
photography and other art work,
all of which is submitted by our
students, faculty, and campus
employees.
The entries are wide ranged in
subject matter and style. This
abundance of versatility gives the
Worlds ample material to choose
from to give a well balanced ap¬
pearance.

Inta Callahan

Fulltime personal
guidance is her goal
Inta Callahan is one of the CD
staff members you should know.
For the past two years she has
been a part-time counselor and
psychology teacher here. Starting
this year, however, Callahan will
be a full time counselor, though she
will still be teaching a Psychology
100 class.
Working out of Delta college,
Callahan will be helping CD
students with their academic
problems as well as with personal
ones.

LRC loans
art prints
Framed art prints of Chagall,
Raphael, Picasso, Van Gogh, and
other artists are now on display in
the LRC and are available for
checkout.
These reproductions, which
cange from traditional and classic
works to more modern and
surrealistic impressions, are
available for eight weeks cir¬
culation. There is a limit of one
Print per person.
All members of the college
community may enjoy this new
collection in the LRC, or better yet,
enjoy them on the walls of their
°wn homes.

“I enjoy working with all types of
students,” said Callahan, “but
what I enjoy most about my job is
being a change factor in a part of
peoples lives. I enjoy helping them
grow in personal as well as career
related areas.”
Each college cluster has two
counselors working for the
students.
“We
all
have
our
own
viewpoints, but we hope that we’re
not someone the student has to turn
to if they have done something
wrong. We try to be around to help
them with personal guidance.
However, most of our calls are
from students seeking help with
college matters, such as if what
they take here will transfer or what
they need to graduate, and whether
or not we can help them find a
major.”

As for Callahan, who obtained
her M.S. in counseling psychology
at George Williams, there is
nothing she would rather be doing.
Being part of the CD growth ex¬
perience is very fulfilling work.
Especially seeing people grow
through her help.
As a last note she added that she
hopes more CD students will take
advantage of the counseling ser¬
vices here at CD.

(Eljttagfl

Chunky-Chewy-Cheesy
Old Fashioned Pan Pizza

Be sure to put your name, ad¬
dress, and telephone number on
each item submitted. Oftentimes
the pages of stories, or a series of
photographs are separated in the
process at editing. Even if you
choose to have your publication
remain anonymous, having it
tagged is especially important if
you want your material returned.
Or they may need to consult you in
matters of editing its length. They
never edit any of the material’s

Free pitcher of
beer or Coke
witb large pizza

Open 5 p.m.
daily

Take-outs: 682-4450
1N058 Main St., Wheaton, IlL
1 block north of Geneva Road
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Upcoming Student Bulletin
may help you plan career
By Martha Cedergren
Are you embarassed to admit
you’re undecided? You’re not the
only one. You might want to take a
look at the Student Planning
Bulletin that’s coming out early in
the winter quarter. Donald Dame
and James Godshalk are two of the
many who are its innovators.
The first part of the bulletin says
it’s okay to be undecided. Decision
making will be a large part of your
life. You might as well get used to
the fact that there will be many
times in life when you will be un¬
decided.
The bulletin also helps you to

take a closer look at yourself. It
will help you to be a more per¬
ceptive person, rather than a
machine who works only when
there are others to push the but¬
tons.
If you’ve got an idea of what you
want, Part n of this bulletin gives
you a variety of things you might
consider as far as options. Such
options are: 1) other ways to learn
besides in the classroom, 2) ways
of seeking financial aid, 3) op¬
portunities for the handicapped, 4)
different learning processes.
You can have an attitude toward
college as being a tedious, grim
ordeal that must be endured to
M

Sell it

with

COURIER ]
WANT ADS
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prepare yourself for a career. Or
you can look at higher education as
an exciting way of life which can
continue indefinitely.
Part III is a directory telling you
where to go for more information,
personal assistance, and specific
learning opportunities. It’s a list of
people and places that you might
want to take advantage of to help in
your search.
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Part VI is for the student who has
decided on a certain college or
university. It refers you to a
handbook which answers many of
your questions relevant to the
transferring of courses.

By Karen Larson
While instances oif vandalism
have occurred here, security
director Elmer Rosin says the
problem is not as serious as some
people might believe.
Most of it occurs on the interim
campus, he said, and area
youngsters are to blame for some
of the damage.
Rosin said Kappa Lounge in M
Bldg, has been a target because of
its location. Vandals take sugar
and mustard packets and spread

Not only will the Student Plan¬
ning Bulletin help guide you to
make the right decision, but it will
probably help you economize on
the expense of college and save you
from wasting many frustrated
hours of unsure decision making.

Two Options to Pick From:

Return December 21
One Island Trip Includes:

Three Island Trip Includes:

■

Vandalism here petty,
comes in odd forms

One Island - $359.00
Waikiki Only
Leave December 14

Three Islands — $433.00
Honolulu, Maui, Hilo
Leave December 11
Return December 18

K*
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Here s an example of how one person’s comments
starts a chain of graffiti on a washroom wall in J Bldg.

8 Days - 7 Nights in Hawaii

them around in the lounge.
According to Rosin, fire ex¬
tinguishers have been stolen or
discharged on floors and walls,
creating a hazard in the hallways.
Canteen machines seem to be
another problem on campus. When
people lose their money, they kick
and damage the machine. Or they
reach up into the machines and
steal the candy.
Ready for this one?
Rosin said, “Campus security
has caught people attempting to
steal plants from the Campus
Center.” When asked why they
were taking the plants, the wouldbe thieves said they thought no one
would miss them.
And, of course, there is the ever
present problem of graffiti in the
washrooms. Rosin’s only com..ment: “Janitors clean the graffiti
off daily, but once one person
starts writing remarks everyone
follows.”
The biggest problem of van¬
dalism comes at concerts. It
depends what type of crowd will
turn up, depending on the group
playing.
At concerts there is the problem
of high school students loitering,
grass, beer and other alcoholic
drinks. Sometimes complaints
about noise come from area
residents.
9
But vandalism is really not on
the rise at CD, Rosin said. “It is
present everywhere, not just at
CD,” he noted.

•Round-trip jet transportation.

• Round trip American Airlines Boeing
747 air transportation from Chicago
with complimentary hot meal and
beverage service.

•Complimentary Liquor or Cham¬
pagne Service on board.
• Complimentary Meals in flight
hours.

• Complimentary In-flight color movies
and stereo.

• 44 lbs of baggage.

•Round trip transportation between
airports and hotels.

•Airport/Hotel transfers.

• Lei greeting.

Tryouts set
for winter
repertory cast

• Porterage at airport and hotel.

• Hotel accommodations. All rooms
pre-registered.

• Room with private bath at
hotel selected.

• Lei greeting upon arrival.

• Souvenir Book.

• Five days and four nights in Honolulu
at Ala Moana, Pacific Kuhio, Hale
Makai, or the Waikiki Travellodge.

• Discount Rainbow Bonus Coupons.
•Trade Wind Tours Travel Desks.
•Optional Activities.

•Tour enroute of the beautiful city of
Honolulu, including Punchbowl Crater.

•No Regimentation.

•Tour of the Cultural Plaza, located in
Chinatown.
•Air transportation to the island of
Maui.
•Two nights in Maui at the Maui
Outrigger, Maui Beach, Mana Kai,
or Maui Pacific Shores.

WV

"4SP
PLUS
SERVICES OF TRADE WIND'S
EXPERIENCED STAFF

•Air transportation to Hilo.
• One night in Hilo at the Hilo
Travellodge on Hilo Bay.

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW. LIMITED SEATS AVAILABLE AT THIS PRIME TIME.
DEPOSIT OF $50.00 REQUIRED BY OCTOBER 30. FOR INFORMATION CONTACT:

• Tour enroute of the beautiful
Liliokalani Gardens in Hilo.

Jerry Morris, Room A1016B, ext, 2421 or Delta office, A1028, ext, 2424.

• Complimentary Hawaii fun book.

• All gratuities and taxes for above items.

r
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Part IV gives you 40 different
occupational guides. There are
instructions included to help you
understand the recommendations
and courses suggested.
In Part V, for those who are
planning to transfer, there are also
40 major academic guides.

AN HAWAIIAN
HOLIDAY

• Baggage handling at airports and hotels.

y
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•Tour enrcute of the lush, verdant
lao Valley, on Maui, with its many
natural water falls, some over 1,000
feet high.
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Delta College
College of DuPage
presents .

J?

Vr

Deposits refunded 30 days prior to departure. After this point, it will be up to individuals
to find replacements. There will he travel cancellation insurance available, if so desired.

The 1977 Winter Repertory
Company is now being formed. The
company will rehearse two short
plays and then perform them to
clubs,
elementary
schools,
churches, and colleges in the
community.
Auditions for Winter Repertory
will be held Oct. 18,19, and 20. To
audition prospective actors must
(repare a one minute speech and
memorize it. No costume or prop is
needed, and it should only be a one
character monologue. The com¬
pany rehearses afternoons Monday
through Friday in the winter and
performs during February and
March. These are mostly day
performances.
This year’s season will be
selected from “The Phantom Toll
Booth,” “The Hobbit,” “Alice in
Wonderland,” a passion play from
the medieval theatre, “Jesus
Christ Superstar,” “Huckleberry
Finn,” “Brecht on Brecht,” “The
Lesson,” and “Dandelion Wine.”
Persons may sign up for an
audition time by calling ext. 2100 or
2035. For further information
contact Craig Berger, director of
the company.
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Lack of concentration
plagues VB team twice
by Carol Humble
Despite outside difficulties, the
DuPage Volleyball team won four
out of the seven games they played
at the Joliet Invitational Saturday;
Tuesday night, DuPage hosted
Harper and Moraine Valley and
won two out of the four games
played.
On Saturday, DuPage dropped
its first two games to Illinois
Central, 15-8, 15-9, displaying a
weak and scattered defense
coupled with near non-existent
offense.
CD was able to pull together
somewhat and beat Joliet, 16-14,154, but the wins were not over¬
powering.

glad nobody was seriously injured,
but we were all stiff and sore when
we got to Joliet. Late of course.”
Tuesday’s
mediocre
results
could be attributed to nothing more
than not being able to put it all
together on the part of DuPage.

CD started out in fine form
against Harper. Serves were deep,
and the offense was working
perfectly, with setter Lynn Cimino
placing the ball well for spikers
Sue Vitort and Pam Stahnke.
DuPage won the Harper match, 153,15-9.
Harper then proceeded to lose
twice to Moraine Valley, setting up
an MVCC — DuPage final.

In the third match, vs. Elgin, CD
DuPage’s serves remained deep,
won two out of three — 15-7, 9-15, but the spikes seemed to all go
15-9.
either into the net or out of bounds.
A breakdown in defense began
The outside difficulties occurred about the same time, as volleyball
on the way to Joliet. A scant two is a very psychological game.
miles from the CD campus, the Moraine Valley won both games of
team van, driven by coach June the match, 15-7,15-9.
Grahn, was rammed from behind
at a traffic light at the comer of Rt.
This is the start of the busiest
53 and Warrenville Rd. in Lisle, part of the schedule as far as
and pushed into the end of a station volleyball is concerned. Saturday,
wagon.
Oct. 9, DuPage travels to the

Sue Vitort (No. 62 on right)
is about to belt a spike into
Harper’s court. —Photo by
Scott Burket.

Illinois State Tournament, and
then hosts North Central on
Monday, Oct. 11 at 5:30 p.m. The
next night it’s Truman and Elgin
visiting DuPage, this time at 6 p.m.

by Bob Netzel
‘I’m really proud of those boys,
the way they fought back after
being behind early in the game,”
said DuPage soccer coach Bill
Pehrson Tuesday, after the Chaps
had defeated Triton 3-2.
The game was played at Triton.
The game was threatened with
cancellation due to the heavy rains
pouring down on the Triton
Astroturf field.
After losing a touch game to
Illinois State last Wednesday, 4-3,
the Chaps had to go up against a
powerful Triton team which had
won five of its previous six games.
Once the game got underway,
after a fifteen minute delay, Triton
took an early lead, scoring twice
within the first seven minutes. Ten
minutes later, Tom Crayton
converted a perfect setup by
Punya Pitaksit into DuPage’s first
goal of the game.

There were no serious injuries,
but damage to the DuPage team’s
concentration
was
obvious.
According to coach Grahn, “I’m

Soccer team
comes from
behind to win

Both teams had further op¬
portunities in which to score the
rest of the half, but neither team
could get a firm footing on either
the slippery turf or the equally
slippery ball.
The half ended, Triton on top, 2-1.
Four minutes into the second
half, Triton committed a foul,
giving DuPage a penalty shot.
Mark Oury plopped the ball into
the lower left corner of the net,
tying the score at 2-all.

Pam Stahnke is in fine position for a block, but Harper
spoiled it by spiking the ball into the net. —Photo by
Scott Burket.

Crabs and lice are
not so nice, and nits
are simply stupid.
Take the cure that
knocks 'em dead and
gets you back to cupid.

Play in general got a little sloppy
from then on, until George
Mitrakos, with nine minutes left in
the game, scored his second goal in
as many games to put DuPge on
top for good. The final score was 3-

Assorted trivia accumulated this week:
1) I must say I am surprised. Last week I issued an open invitation to
those students discontented (euphemism) with the Courier policy
concerning women’s sports. There have been no (0) answers to this
gauntlet flinging (which could turn up as a new intramural sport. You
never know.), positive or negative. Therefore, I could pull a Richard
Nixon maneuver and claim a lack of opposition to be a mandate for our
actions.
In fact, I think I will. The public has not spoken, the people have not
risen in protest, so we must be right. Great.
2) CD has picked up two new coaches for winter sports teams. The
first is Kim Rushford, the new women’s gymnastics coach.
A DuPage gymnast of four years ago, coach Rushford went on to
graduate from Mundelein College, where she also competed on a more
or less individual basis in gymnastics. She is replacing Dr. Randy
Greener, last year’s coach, who left DuPage for personal reasons.
Commenting on her return to CD gymnastic competition after an
absence of four years, she said, “I thought I had retired. Gymnastics
just seems to stick with me.”
(There was a general interest gymnastics meeting yesterday,
Wednesday, for those interested in gymnastics generally, but that
does nobody any good now. This is merely a link between the previous
paragraph and the next one.)
Interested gymnasts can contact coach Rushford in the gym.
The second coach acquired by DuPage is Don Andersen, who will be
the assistant men’s basketball coach. Andersen, who will be the
assistant men’s basketball coach. Andersen coached at Glenbard East
High School, where he still teaches. He was the head baseball coach at
East from 1969 to 1974, and head basketball coach from 1968 to 1974.
“I coached no sports last year and missed it quite a bit,” Andersen
said. “I’m glad I hooked on with Dick (Walters, head CD basketball
coach).”
Andersen will keep the teaching job he has held at Glenbard East for
the last 15 years; like Kim Rushford, he will be only a coach for
DuPage.
3) Paula Papanek, a member of last year’s state champion
volleyball team, stands an excellent chance, according to coach June
Grahn, of making the 1980 Moscow Olympics as a member of the U.S.
team. Paula was chosen an All-American a the 1975 Nationals held at
Baltimore last year. She is right now training for the Olympics with a
team from Pasadena, Texas, and according to coach Grahn, “If she
puts her mind to it, there’s no wav she v^on’t make it.”
4) I admit, this next bit has zero to do with sports as such, unless you
consider survival a sport. But it’s my crusade, and this ismy soapbox,
so there.
I wrote an editorial for last week’s Courier, wondering why there
was no left-turn light at the corner of Lambert Rd. and 22nd St. It can
get downright lethal trying to make a lefttum against traffic at that
intersection.
Student Vice-president Chris Fraser, whose pet project here at CD is
student transportation and safety, contacted me by mail Monday,
responding to that editorial. Her letter read in part:
“I would like you to co-sponsor a resolution (with me) through the
student government to this effect... I feel that in view of... the fact
that I spent 20 minutes trying to go three blocks (down Lambert Rd.),
your suggestion is worth more than just an editorial.”
The way things happen around here, and the speed with which
events are made to occur (see: snails), I don’t know what good this
resolution will do. I will co-sponsor it, however. There is no reason why
you should have to risk your neck just trying to navigate the campus.
Several people around CD, including Richard Patrizzo, Vicepresident in charge of Operations for the college, are looking into the
situation, and hope to have some information next week.
If anyone has any experiences to report concerning left turns at
Lambert and their potential fatalness, send them to me or to VP
Fraser, and they will be taken into account, both in the resolution and
while talking to the proper officials.
5) To finish off, a promotional spot for my own personal small
college and its co-ed flag football team. If you are interested in playing
for the Kappa Komets, sign up in the Kappa Lounge, M-139, or leave a
message for Kathy (they’ll know who you mean-nudge, nudge, say
no more ...).
Also, the Komets are seeking opponents. To schedule a game, see
the same person in the same place as before. Kathy. M-139.
6) There is no sixth item!
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Coach Pehrson obviously was
pleased with the overall team
effort, but pointed out as especially
good the play of fullbacks Frank
Berry and Euirnio Rodriguez, as
well as that of forward Bill Duhm.
The win evened the DuPage
record at 3-3 overall, 1-0 in con¬
ference play. The N4C soccer
conference is small, to say the
least. Along with DuPage and
Triton there is Thornton. Period.
Triton and DuPage, according to
assistant soccer coach, Bob
Graham, are, in effect, the whole
conference, and Graham con¬
sidered Triton, prior to this game
to be “the toughest game we’ll
play,” in terms of importance to
DuPage.
Next game is Saturday, at home,
vs. the University of Illinois.

Part of the good-sized crowd at Sunday’s football game
at Glenbard South. —Photo by Scott Salter.
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Chap defense is key in 27-8 football win
by Jim Elliott

An aggressive DuPage Chaparral
defense was the key to DuPage’s 27-8
victory over the Kennedy-King Statesmen
last Sunday afternoon at Glenbard South.
After the performance, Joe Roman, Chap
defensive linebacker coach said, “We
started slow, but now we’re beginning to
come up to last year’s caliber of defensive
ball.”
The DuPage defense caused the
Statesmen to fumble four times during the
course of the game. The first two fumbles
came in the first quarter. K-K fumbled on
their own 36-yard line, and defensive
tackle Jim Curtin recovered on the 38.
Chap quarterback Kevin Steger moved the
offense down inside the 30-yard line, but a
penalty set DuPage back to the 44, and
forced them to punt.
The Statesmen had the ball only three
plays following the punt when another
fumble occurred, this one picked up by
linebacker Blaise Boscaccy. It set up
DuPage’s first score of the game.
Fullback Michael McCarthy scored on a
seven-yard scramble at 4:29 of the first
quarter; Scott Turner’s conversion made
the score 7-0, DuPage.
The Chaps mounted another drive early
in the second quarter, penetrating the K-K
20-yard line, before an interception stalled
the drive. Three plays later, KennedyKing fumbled again, and linebacker Tom
Janiczak recovered for DuPage on the
Statesmen’s 23-yard line. DuPage could
get only a field goal out of the recovery
though, and the half ended, DuPage 10,
Kennedy-King 0.
DuPage’s Dan Sullivan booted a 60-yard
kickoff to begin the second half. KennedyKing returned it to their own 20, where
they promptly fumbled again. Boscaccy
recovered again, and ran it 17 yards into
the end zone. Sullivan’s conversion with

only 41 seconds gone in the third quarter
gave DuPage a 17-0 lead.
The farthest progression K-K could
make with the ball in the third quarter was
a seven-play drive in which they reached
only their own 47-yard line. K-K’s punt
attempt from the 47 was blocked by
DuPage defensive end Gus Hagestedt.
DuPage moved the ball as far as the
Statesmen’s 32-yard line, from which point
Sullivan kicked his second field goal of the
day. The score was DuPage 20, K-K 0
Punting is not a Kennedy-King strong
point, and Sunday they could not average

even zu yards per punt. CD took over a
third quarter punt, and began a drive
which ended with Leo Oury faking a fieldgoal attempt and instead throwing a pass
to Marty McCoy in the end zone, which
caught K-K totally by surprise. Turner
converted to make the score 27-0, and that
was all the scoring DuPage was to do.
With 10:20 remaining in the fourth
quarter, Kennedy-King finally scored on a
5-yard run. A two-point conversion made
the final score 27-8.
Along with playing superb defense, the
Chaps racked up 174 yards rushing on

offense, matched against the Statesmen’s
50 yards gained on the ground.
Leo Oury again led DuPage rushing,
with 70 yards in 17 carries. He was
followed closely by fullback Angel Gon¬
zalez’ 51 yards in 16 attempts.
Coach Bob MacDougall was pleased to
see his entire Chap team get a chance to
play. “Our hitting was very good, and with
five of our starters out with injuries the
backup personnel did their jobs ex¬
ceptionally well,” He said.
“The team and the coaches were a little
apprehensive the week of practice before
meeting Kennedy-King,” commented
coach Roman. “After losing to Wright last
week we really wanted this one bad.”
Harper College hosts the Chaps this
Saturday afternoon at 1:30. Harper’s
record of 3-1 (as opposed to DuPage’s 2-2)
makes them, according to MacDougall, a
very respectable adversary.
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No. '44 of Kennedy-King learned the hard way Sunday what a firedup DuPage defense can do. —Photo by Scott Salter.

Intramural

w

notes
Intramural baseball began its inaugural
season this week with the three teams in
the league playing a total of four games.
The Reds are in first place, beating the
Phillies 8-6. The Reds also beat the
Phantoms (well, it’s better than
Chaparrals), this time by a score of 8-7.
The Phillies lost to the Phantoms later in
the week, 12-4, and again, to the same
Phillies a few days later, 6-3.

Quarterback Kevin Steger throwing one of his twelve passes
Sunday. He completed six for 57 yards. —Photo by Scott Salter.

The Standings

W
2
2
0

Reds
Phantoms
Phillies

L
0
0
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Golfers can still take N4C title
by Jim Elliott

College of DuPage’s golf team went out
to do their best last Monday against
Trition College, and did, but still lost 292295.
“We shot our second lowest score in the
history of the college last Monday, and in
any other meet we would have won, but
Triton was really hot,” said DuPage Golf
coach Herb Salberg.
The Chaps also shot well last Thursday
the 30th and defeated Illinois Valley 303319. In the Wabonsee Invitational DuPage
placed first with a 313, over Wabonsee’s
324 and Kishawakee’s 335.
“This is the best we’ve been shooting in

fo

years,” added Salberg.
Mark Washford led DuPage against
Triton Monday with a 71, Jay Whitehead
and Steve Davis followed closely with 73’s.
Pat Smith and Dave Lynch came in next
with 78’s.
When Triton beat DuPage it put Harper
College in first and the Chaps in a tie for
second.
The real trial will be Thursday the 14th
in the N4C playoffs. “If we win the N4C
tournament we will win the Championship
and be eligible for the Sectionals at Joliet
on the 22nd of this month,” Salberg said.
“It will really come down to that last day
intheN4C.”
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Chapter 1 — 66 As
the frisbee flies”
by Tom Ryan

Dave Parrent is a frisbee freak. But he is
finding CD a difficult place in which to
play his chosen sport.
“Have you ever tried to throw a frisbee
in a 40-mile-per-hour wind?” he asked.
“Try it next to “M” Building and you’ll
find yourself up on the roof chasing that
119-gram disc.”
He has tried other places on campus, but
seems to the thwarted at every turn. “The
campus center is a good place, if you’re
expert enough to avoid hitting fifty plants
hanging in horseshow formation. Of
course, the primo place to throw a frisbee
would be the gym, but the authorities there
are concerned about the welfare of other
students. I think they think a frisbee
causes brain damage.”
Dave wants to get a frisbee club going at
CD, or failing that, “I’d be willing to start
a free frisbee class just for the fun of it.
Having played frisbee since I was nine,
I’ve done a lot of explaining on the
methods of throwing.”
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Rick Moonshower punted twice
Sunday for a total of 70 yards. —
Photo by Scott Salter.

Chaps run
poorly at
North Central
“Except for Ken Payne, we ran poorly,’’
DuPage Cross Country coach Ron Ottoson
said, summarizing the CD team finish of
11th out of 13 in the North Central
Invitational Saturday.
“This is something we’ll have to get
worked out,” Ottoson said. “Our freshman
runners just looked up, saw that they
couldn’t run with the leaders and faded
out. We just have too much talent to run
like that all the time.”
The host school, North Central, won the
meet, which was held in Naperville. South¬
western Michigan Community College, the
1975 NJCAA Cross Country champion,
finished second. All four of the other
community colleges ran ahead of DuPage,
including Lincoln Land (8th), and Harper
(10th).
As an illustration of how bad DuPage
was, Payne usually runs fifth on the
Chaparral team. At North Central he was
first, though he ran 56th in the meet.
“I think our runners really learned
something out there,” Ottoson said. “Now
we have to put it into practice; we’ll be
better next week.”
The Chaps will be in Wisconsin for the
Milwaukee Invitational this Saturday.

